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Z5Vet
Portable Color Doppler Diagnostic Ultrasound System
Your unique requirements of high image quality, versatility, mobility
and affordability can now be met with the new portable Color Doppler
system Z5Vet. With the most unique combination of high performance
and low cost, the Z5Vet is the result of Mindray’s continuous efforts
towards making healthcare more accessible to humanity. Be it an
abdominal scan indoors, or an emergency requirement outdoors, the
Z5Vet can be used limitlessly for various applications. For first time
ever, conventional cart-based Color Doppler capabilities have now
been made available to you in a smart highly efficient portable design,
making it possible for you to reach beyond boundaries.
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Full-featured Imaging Technologies
With full-featured imaging technologies which includes iBeam TM, iClear TM,
Phase Shift THI, etc., Z5Vet will bring you more diagnostic confidence in
improving patient care across a range of clinical applications.

Comprehensive Clinical Applications
To improve your flexibility in different clinical applications, Z5Vet provides
new designed probes which is lightweight and durable, ready to perform in
any clinical situation.

Prominent Ergonomics
To carry forward the classical ergonomic design of Mindray’s Ultrasound,
Z5Vet features smart new shape, compact size and lightweight for enhanced
mobility that allow Z5Vet to perform anywhere, any time.
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Z6Vet
Portable Color Doppler Diagnostic Ultrasound System
The Z6Vet portable Color Doppler ultrasound system is a
well-balanced choice for those who require both the value
of features from traditional color Doppler ultrasound
system and the accessibility without any budget
constraint. Inherited from our remarkable design and
success in the field of developing ultrasound, the Z6Vet
system will offer you amazing image quality and
functionality with refreshing experience :
we’ ve done better to help you achieve more.
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Full-featured Imaging Technologies
With full-featured imaging technologies which includes iBeamTM, iClearTM,
Phase Shift THI, etc., Z6Vet will bring you more diagnostic confidence in
improving patient care across a range of clinical applicat.i ons

Comprehensive Clinical Applications
To improve your flexibility in different clinical applications, Z6Vet provides
new designed probes which is lightweight and durable, ready to perform in
any clinical situation.

Prominent Ergonomics
To carry forward the classical ergonomic design of Mindray’s Ultrasound,
Z6Vet features smart new shape, compact size and lightweight for enhanced
mobility that allow Z6Vet to perform anywhere, any time.
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DP-20Vet
Digital Ultrasonic Diagnostic Imaging System
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Ergonomic Mobile Design with Full Screen
12.1 inch high denition LED with Full Screen design
30 degree tilting angle adjustable for better viewing
User friendly control panel with backlit for working in clinics
Light and compact design oering extreme portability

Accelerated Workow
iStorage for instant images and reports transfer to PC
User-dened keys for programmable personalized operations
1.5h uninterrupted scanning with rechargeable battery
500GB hard disk for large patient data storage
Feline bladder

Expand Your Clinical Versatility
PW Doppler and Auto Trace reveal details of blood ow for more
comprehensive diagnosis
Tissue Harmonic Imaging (THI) for enhanced contrast resolution
A wide range of broadband transducers with up to 6 frequencies,
including linear endorectal and micro-convex transducers with
anti-decay surface and longer cable dedicated for animals
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NOTES

ALL THE BEST BRANDS
Eurovets is dedicated to providing your clinic with all your veterinary needs. We offer a comprehensive premium
product range at highly competitive prices from small to large animal practices. It includes items such as
diagnostics, nutritionals, medicines, feed, equipment, consumables and more.
Eurovets YOUR complete veterinary Supply and Support SOLUTION.
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